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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The discipline of supply-chain risk management
was once the preserve of Western multinationals.
That has changed. Expansive companies from
emerging countries are serving markets and
sourcing production inputs far from their
domestic bases, and are weaving together
intricate supplier networks. As the latter spread
across Asia, Africa, Latin America and other
developing regions, emerging-market firms
are finding their supply chains just as susceptible
as those of their Western rivals to geopolitical
and other threats.
Supply chains everywhere are subject to risk from
natural disasters or infrastructure breakdowns,
but those in developing economies are arguably
more susceptible to geopolitical risk: threats
arising from civil unrest, military conflicts,
confiscatory government policies and other
manifestations of political instability.
It should thus be a concern for supply-chain
managers – in companies from emerging and
developed markets alike – that the geopolitical
risks their suppliers face appear to be mounting.
To some experts, the global risk landscape looks
as ominous as ever. Weaknesses in economies and
financial systems as well as disruptive technology
developments further darken the picture.
In this study, the Economist Intelligence Unit
(EIU) has sought to understand how companies
are managing geopolitical risks to their
emerging-market supply chains, and also to
assess the possible impact of selected risk events
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that could upset supply chains in the next several
years. Following are the study’s main findings:
n	Diversification is needed to minimise fallout
from supply-chain disruption. Their global
expanse and increasing complexity make
supply chains today more vulnerable to fallout
from risk events than in the past. So does a
preference for lean supply chains, which tends
to increase reliance on one or a few suppliers
and minimise the volume of stocks on hand.
Multinationals around the world understand
that having multiple suppliers of key inputs
located in different regions reduces the risk
that an adverse event affecting one supplier
will disrupt the company’s entire supply chain.
nR
 isk mapping and monitoring are
important to understanding supply-chain
vulnerabilities. The effects of geopolitical
risk events extend across supply chains more
rapidly today than ever, thanks mainly to
continuing advances in technology. Gaining
visibility of suppliers and their vulnerabilities
is the first step to keeping pace. Various
forms of risk mapping, for example, are
used to identify political or extreme weather
risks facing suppliers in different regions;
information feeds update maps and enable
real-time monitoring of developing threats.
n	Scenario analysis helps in developing
response options. Development of risk
scenarios should follow on from mapping. It is
time-intensive and for this reason is not used
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widely, but has proven useful, for example, to
energy multinationals vulnerable to political
instability in developing countries. To help
illustrate how the process can start, the EIU
has detailed five scenarios for geopolitical and
other situations that should be on the radar of
risk managers today: rising tension between
Russia and the West over Ukraine and Syria; an
oil-price shock caused by Middle East conflicts;
eruption of a trade dispute in Asia-Pacific;
disruption resulting from rapid technology
advances; and the internationalisation of
China’s currency, the renminbi.
n E merging-market firms cede little to
Western rivals in risk management. Risk
experts report that the supply-chain riskmanagement practices of large companies
from developing countries are growing
increasingly sophisticated. Many emergingmarket giants are a match for Western
multinationals in this area. In some of
the former, risk-management systems coexist with traditional, relationship-based
approaches to dealing with suppliers.

About this study
Risk and complexity: The geopolitics of supply
chains is an EIU report, sponsored by Standard
Chartered. It is part of the Growth Crossings
series, which examines emerging-market
supply chains. The report analyses the potential
impact of adverse geopolitical developments
on companies’ supply chains, and the methods
companies are using to reduce such risks. It
also details specific geopolitical risk scenarios
and projects their potential impact on economies
and markets.

The report draws on two areas of research:
n	In-depth interviews were conducted with
the following senior executives and specialists
(listed alphabetically by last name):
− Richard Fenning, CEO, Control Risks;
− Marshall Fisher, professor, Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania;
− Julian Macey-Dare, managing director,
international leader, political risk and
structured credit practice, Marsh;
− Wojciech Piotrowicz, research fellow,
Said Business School, Oxford University;
− Marty Scherzer, alternative risk specialist;
− Jim Thomas, executive vice president
and managing director, credit and political
risk, Zurich Insurance Group.
− Andrew van den Born, managing
director, political and credit risk,
Willis Towers Watson;
− Richard Wilding, professor, Cranfield
School of Management;
n	The EIU also developed five global
geopolitical scenarios and quantified
their potential impact on selected major
economies, as well as on global trade and
investment flows.
We would like to thank all interviewees for
their time and insight.
The EIU bears sole responsibility for
the content of this report. The findings
do not necessarily reflect the views of
the sponsor. n
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PART I:
MANAGING GEOPOLITICAL RISKS
A complex equation
Wars, unrest, nationalisations and other
geopolitical hazards have upset business
operations for centuries, but geopolitical
risk and supply-chain risk are coming to be
seen as closely interlinked. Boards and senior
executives should routinely examine both,
according to Richard Wilding, professor of
supply chain strategy at the Cranfield School
of Management in the UK. “Boards must ask
themselves, ‘Can we afford for a threat to our
supply chain to materialise? Because it could
wipe off much of the value of the company if it
does.’” A 2003 study found that supply-chain
glitches in the preceding decade wiped an
average of 10% off shareholder value in the
affected companies.1
Some risk professionals believe the nature and
scope of geopolitical risk that companies face
has fundamentally changed in recent years.
“Risks now come almost from any quarter”,
says Andrew van den Born, managing director
of political and credit risk with Willis Towers
Watson, a risk insurance provider. He describes
the last 18 months in particular as the “gathering
of a perfect storm”, citing the Ukraine-Russia
conflict, the Ebola outbreaks in Africa, civil
unrest in the Middle East, the prospect of
Venezuelan default and corruption in Brazil,

among other developments. “Add to the mix a
collapse in world commodity prices, and you’ve
got a pretty potent cocktail.”
Western companies are seeing geopolitical risks
uncomfortably emerge closer to home. Jim
Thomas, managing director of credit and political
risk with the Zurich Insurance Group, notes that
the conflict in eastern Ukraine was a “wake-up
call” to companies with markets or supply chains
in Eastern Europe. It affected a wide swathe of
industries, he says, including manufacturers,
retailers, infrastructure providers and commodity
producers. He expects this conflict to simmer,
and continue to have an impact on supply chains,
beyond 2016.

Faster or more complex?
Willis Towers Watson’s Mr Van den Born contends
that the risk cycles observed in the insurance
industry – relatively long periods of benign risk
events punctuated by short spikes in major ones
– are becoming more compressed. Spikes in risk
insurance claims are currently occurring more
frequently, on almost an annual basis compared
with the previous norm of every two or three
years, he says.

Kevin Hendricks and Vinod Singhal, “The effect of supply chain glitches on shareholder wealth”, Journal of Operations Management 21 (2003) 501–522.
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Other experts are seeing a contraction in the time
it takes for the effects of risk events to radiate
outward and roil supply chains. For example,
in May 2014, after the Vietnamese government
objected to the moving of a Chinese oil rig into
disputed waters in the South China Sea, it took
little more than a day for rioting protestors to
shut down what were thought to be Chineseowned factories, and to attack Chinese nationals
working in Vietnam.

To explore an EIU analysis of
geopolitics and supply chains using
an online interactive tool, go to:
http://growthcrossings.economist.com/
infographic/geopolitics

A broadening range of risks
Definitions of geopolitical risk vary, but are now generally widening to cover more than just
threats from political instability. For example, the global financial crisis and resulting Eurozone
crisis, which weakened banks and created the real possibility of countries leaving the European
Union (EU), underscore the susceptibility of companies to macroeconomic developments.
Technology risk should also now be considered in boardroom discussions of geopolitical risk,
says Marty Scherzer, an alternative risk specialist (and formerly president of global risk solutions
at AIG, an insurance provider). “I’m hard pressed to think of a company that is not going to be
affected by technology risk.” Cyber threats, which today emanate from state-sponsored groups
as well as private hackers, are one dimension. The disruption of established business models and
markets through the innovative use of new technologies is another.
Decaying infrastructure should also be considered by businesses as a source of geopolitical risk,
partly because government mismanagement is often a cause but also because it has direct impact
on the supply chain. Jim Thomas of Zurich Insurance Group cites Brazil’s poor maritime port
infrastructure as an example: “There are long queues to get ships in and out of port, and the same
is true for trucks due to the state of the roads. The lack of infrastructure places a heavy burden on
businesses trying to maintain consistence in their supply chains.”
The EIU scenarios presented in Part II of this report reflect the wide range of geopolitical
risks that can upset the best-laid plans of supply-chain managers. Two are unrelated to
conflict situations or unrest: rapid technology advances, and currency risks relating to
internationalisation of China’s currency.

© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2016
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The effects also seem to spread much wider than
previously. The conflict that erupted in eastern
Ukraine in 2014 resulted in the interruption of
iron ore and coal shipments to steel producers
around the world. US and European aircraft
manufacturers reportedly stockpiled titanium
parts the same year as a hedge against possible
sanctions against Russian titanium suppliers.2
“The world is a smaller place,” says Julian MaceyDare, international leader of Marsh’s political risk
and structured credit practice. “When one part of
the world catches a cold and sneezes, the knockon effects seem to be much wider spread.”
All agree that technology is the catalyst. “Events
very quickly overtake companies,” says Mr
Van den Born, “and that’s a consequence of
technology, including social media.” Richard
Fenning, CEO of Control Risks, a consultancy,
points to technology-driven change in news
reporting as an important factor: “Technology
definitely makes a difference in terms of how
quickly events can be shaped. It is the fact that
something can happen in some remote part of
India and it can be flashed across trading screens
in New York and London within seconds.”

Events very quickly overtake
companies, and that’s a
consequence of technology,
including social media.
- Andrew van den Born ,
executive director, Willis Towers Watson

Greater complexity is generally causing
supply chains to be more vulnerable to
fallout from risk events than in the past.
“Interruptions to companies’ supply chains
have far greater implications today than
they might have when there was greater
redundancy, larger stocks of supplies on
hand and multiple suppliers,” according to
Marty Scherzer, an alternative risk specialist.
“Now firms are looking to have sole suppliers
and leaner supply chains, with more frequent
ordering and faster delivery. This creates
greater vulnerability.”
Wojciech Piotrowicz, research fellow at
Oxford University’s Said Business School,
says, “When you are running a lean supply
chain based on just-in-time delivery and
your expectation is that you will cross borders
freely, in zero time, when borders suddenly
close or crossing points stack up, then you
are in trouble, because it means your basic
assumptions about shipment times have
suddenly become invalid.”
Adding to the complexity is companies’
increasing pursuit of mass customisation
strategies, which involve the tailoring of
products to fit the needs of specific groups
of customers. The related practice of
personalisation, meanwhile, enables individual
customers to design product features to fit
their own needs. Both practices usually call for
faster–and often irregular –delivery of inputs,
and both consequently require a much greater
degree of flexibility and adaptability on the
part of suppliers.3

“Boeing Is Reportedly Stocking Up On Massive Amounts Of Metals Part From Russia”, Business Insider, August 8, 2014. The sanctions that were ultimately
imposed by the US and EU did not affect Russian’s major titanium providers.
The Economist Intelligence Unit has explored the impact of these practices on supply chains in Made to order: Customisation advances in emerging
markets. http://growthcrossings.economist.com/made-to-order-report
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From a risk manager’s perspective, some supply
chains may be too lean. Zurich’s Mr Thomas is
often surprised at how poorly diversified many
supply chains are. “Company supply chains often
revolve around one supplier and one particular

region. When you factor in the possibility of natural
catastrophes, or the terrible chemical warehouse
explosion in Tianjin, which in addition to taking
many lives ground a lot of supply chains to a halt, it
underscores the need for diversification.” n

Adapting to a new world
How can businesses cope with a more challenging
risk environment for their supply chains?
Geopolitical risk to supply networks is nothing
new to companies, even if its effects are felt
faster and more widely today than before.
Likewise the approaches companies use to
manage it are generally established and timetested. These include risk mapping, scenario
analysis, diversification, contingency planning
and, of course, insurance coverage. Risk experts
point out, however, that there are not many
organisations which make use of all the riskmanagement tools at their disposal.

Mapping vulnerabilities
As the repercussions of risk events spread
quickly, it is important that companies are
aware of the events and their potential impact.
One means of achieving this is through risk
mapping. According to Zurich’s Mr Thomas,
“As a risk manager you are aware of where your
assets are and what your exposures are. But
risk awareness requires that you do your risk
mapping, and think through the scenarios that
could impact your suppliers and your supply
chain around the world.”

Good risk management
involves identifying the key
areas of vulnerability in one’s
supply chain and what the
effect would be if those links
are compromised. That’s
even more important than
identifying the types of event
that could cause it.
- Marshall Fisher, professor, The Wharton
School, University of Pennsylvania

Risk mapping can be highly intricate, taking
the form of flow charts, for example, that
overlay specific types risk onto all the
transport routes a company’s key suppliers
use. It can also take simpler (though no
less sophisticated) forms, such as monitoring
news and information sources.

© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2016
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Proactive risk management
Some large manufacturers with extended supply chains are trying to be more proactive about
preventing risks from materialising. For example, BMW, an auto manufacturer, plots the locations
of its first-tier suppliers, those of their key suppliers and then those of their suppliers’ suppliers
– three levels of depth – on Google Maps. News and social media feeds provide BMW’s risk
managers and supply-chain managers with information on extreme weather or political situations
developing in each location. Should a situation continue to evolve, BMW will contact the affected
suppliers and discuss measures to minimise potential damage, such as paying suppliers to move
stocks of needed components temporarily to other locations.
This approach – dubbed geovisualisation – has also been used by BMW to model the impact
of worst-case scenarios -- for example, when tensions earlier rose on the Korean peninsula.
The company was able to plot the location of South Korean suppliers within a 200km radius
of potential North Korean missiles to identify who may be vulnerable if the situation spun out
of control.
The maps also help BMW to design the supply-chain strategy for future vehicle projects, which
normally have a minimum six-year time span and require considerable advance planning. The
continuously updated maps enable BMW to monitor risks for each given supplier and region, and
help BMW to decide which suppliers to include in the project.4

Risk mapping ought to lead to the development
of scenarios. However, scenario analysis is not
used widely in supply-chain risk mapping. It is
most characteristic of large energy companies
such as Shell, BP and others who historically
have been particularly vulnerable to political
instability or civil unrest in developing countries.

wrong when they’re working to deal with the issues
that are confronting them each day,” according
to Mr Scherzer. It will be beneficial, though, for
firms who can find the resources to support it, he
believes. “Scenario testing can help you see what
the vulnerabilities are.”

The main reason it is not practiced more widely is
because it’s difficult. For one thing it is resourceintensive, usually requiring the efforts of dedicated
teams of specialists. This is particularly difficult
for managers who have other responsibilities:
“It’s tough to get people to focus on what could go

Scenario testing can help you
see what the vulnerabilities are.

For more on BMW’s approach, see: “A social dimension”, Logistics and Supply Chain, December 3 2014; and Ian Wylie, “Supply chain of information offers
a vital link,” Financial Times, November 19, 2012.
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Strength in diversity
Diversification is a way to spread any type
of risk. Having multiple suppliers of key
inputs located in different regions reduces
the risk that a geopolitical event or natural
disaster affecting one supplier will disrupt
the company’s entire supply chain. Indeed,
emerging-market companies as well as
Western multinationals make it a common
practice of spreading their portfolio of
suppliers across both developed and
emerging markets.5
Asian and other steel producers were caught
out in 2011 when floods in the Australian
state of Queensland completely cut off
supplies of coking coal.6 Steel producers
now continue to source from Australia but
also from Brazil. “They’re now ensuring that
they’ve got a foot in multiple geographies,
to hedge against sole-supplier risks,” says
Cranfield’s Mr Wilding.
Lean manufacturing approaches, on the
other hand, which rely on sole suppliers,
along with producers’ growing penchant
for build-to-order and just-in-time inventory
management, will make it more difficult
to diversify across the supply chain. At
the very least, argues Mr Van den Born,
companies must conduct contingency
planning – having a “plan B”. If risk mapping
or scenario analysis identifies suppliers
operating in what is, for one reason or
another, a high-risk location, “identify
two or three other suppliers that can step
in and do the same thing.”

Risk-savvy emergingmarket companies
The risk-management practices of large
emerging-market firms compare favourably
with those of Western multinationals, and the
former may even have some advantages when
it comes to supply-chain risk in the developing
world. Richard Fenning, CEO of Control Risks,
believes the risk-management practices of
emerging-market firms “have changed out of all
recognition in the last few years”. He singles out
companies from China, India, Brazil, South Africa
and Malaysia as having developed sophisticated
risk practices. Zurich’s Jim Thomas agrees:
“Based on my experiences in Latin America and
Asia, I can tell you that the risk management
approaches of large local players are every bit as
sophisticated and technologically advanced as
anything I’ve seen elsewhere. I’m talking about
their conceptual approach to risk management,
their systems for tracking their aggregates, their
budgeting and every other aspect of the risk
management process.”
Julian Macey-Dare of Marsh observes that some
of his firm’s emerging-market clients have
started to ask the same questions about doing
business in Europe that US or Japanese firms
would. One emerging-market client that planned
to build a wind farm in a European country asked
if the government would ultimately provide
the price subsidies it had implicitly agreed to,
wondering if it would renege. Expansive Chinese
and Russian companies, of course, have learned
the hard way that acquisitions of US or European
assets can be overturned by the regulatory or
competition authorities.

The Economist Intelligence Unit, Chain reactions: How trade between emerging markets is reshaping global supply chains, 2015.
http://growthcrossings.economist.com/report/chain-reactions/
6
“Steel mills face higher costs after Australia coal mines flood,” Reuters.com, January 4 2011.
5
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Based on my experiences
in Latin America and Asia,
I can tell you that the risk
management approaches of
large local players are every
bit as sophisticated and
technologically advanced as
anything I’ve seen elsewhere.
- Jim Thomas, executive vice president
and managing director, credit and
political risk, Zurich Insurance Group

The combination of advanced risk-management
systems with the relationship-based approaches
common in many emerging markets may
even give firms from the latter an advantage
over their Western counterparts in dealing
with threats to the supply chain. Cranfield’s
Richard Wilding believes that Western companies
can learn from the way that firms from China,
for example, also manage risks through
relationships and collaboration. Some of
this is simple logic, he says. “If you beat
your suppliers up continually, then when
something goes wrong, they’re not likely to
go out of their way to help you. By being a
good customer, and collaborating effectively
with your suppliers, you’re often able to
build resilience in.” One Chinese supply-chain
manager Mr Wilding has advised managed

9
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to get the company’s Thailand supply network
up and running within four hours of the
2011 floods that overwhelmed several
suppliers’ facilities. The manager attributed
this achievement to the close relationships
he had developed with his suppliers’ chief
executives over the years.
Close personal relationships with suppliers
also helped local as well as overseas companies
deal with disruptions to their Africa supply
chains resulting from the outbreak of the
Ebola virus in 2014. Mr Fenning believes
that such tight, personal relationship with
suppliers created levels of cooperation
that “might otherwise have been somewhat
tricky there”.
Emerging-market firms’ familiarity with
traditional approaches should prove
advantageous when dealing with supply-chain
risk in other developing-country environments.
The risk-management methods employed
by Western multinationals work best, some
experts contend, in countries where suppliers
are also technologically developed and are
integrated into their customers’ computerbased systems. “In the West, supply chains
are already highly optimised. This is not
usually the case in emerging markets,” says
Wojciech Piotrowicz of Oxford University.
Local companies in the emerging world are
used to working in less formal – and often
less stable – environments. They know how
to deal with periodic supply interruptions
and with inadequate infrastructure, he says.
“Their familiarity with these inefficiencies
actually may help them to respond more
effectively to risks.”

Risk and complexity
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Where there is risk, there
is also opportunity
Risk management is primarily about identifying
potential threats and taking steps to minimise
the chances that they will materialise, and
mitigating the fallout if they do. Gaining
maximum visibility into the geopolitical
and other risks facing the supply chain
can also help to identify opportunities as
well as threats. For example, a company’s
ability to demonstrate its supply chain’s
resilience in the face of potential threats
can sometimes make the difference between
winning or losing a contract. Transparency
of supplier risks can also place companies in
good stead to meet strident demands for
compliance from regulators, policymakers
and consumer groups.
Ultimately, the greatest benefit of good
supply-chain risk management is the
confidence it creates in the company’s
leaders to pursue growth opportunities
it might not otherwise pursue, in whatever
part of the world they may be. n

If you beat your suppliers
up continually, then when
something goes wrong,
they’re not likely to go
out of their way to help you.
By being a good customer,
and collaborating
effectively with your
suppliers, you’re often able
to build resilience in.
- Richard Wilding, professor, Cranfield
School of Management

© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2016
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PART II:
GEOPOLITICAL SCENARIOS ANALYSIS
In November 2015 to January 2016, the EIU
identified five fictitious geopolitical situations
around the world and analysed how these
scenarios would affect forecasts for economic
indicators in a group of countries. The indicators
included real GDP, exchange rates, short interest
rates, trade, public debt, domestic credit and FDI.

The results of the analysis are below.
An interactive infographic tool based
on this analysis can be found here:
(http://growthcrossings.economist.com/
infographic/geopolitics).

1. Tensions between Russia and the
West reach a new level
The commencement of Russian air strikes in
Syria, and Russia’s earlier backing for the
separatist war in Ukraine, has plunged EastWest relations into their chilliest state since
the end of the cold war. Russia’s annexation of
Crimea in March 2014 and an airplane shot down
over Ukraine, apparently by separatists using
weaponry supplied by Russia (although Russia
has denied this version of events), led the EU and
the US to impose a raft of sanctions on Russia.
In this scenario, tensions between Russia and
the West reach a new level, and further sanctions
are brought against Russia in 2017, including a
broadening of the sectors and the individuals
that are covered. These extensions are significant
for Russia, which responds with an escalation of
its own sanctions against the West.

11
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Countries covered:

Germany

Russia

US

China

Brazil

Global summary:
Heightened tensions between Russia and the
West would have the most economic impact
on the European Union and Russia. Weaker
Russian growth would also have a negative
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impact on the region, particularly affecting
resource dependent countries in Central Asia
and the Caucasus such as Georgia, Armenia
and Tajikistan. Although the current sanctions
have dented Germany’s economic growth,
further sanctions would more than double
this impact, especially in 2017 and 2018 when
tensions are at their peak.
The scenario would also have implications
for global interest rates, as economic growth
and geopolitical tensions alter decisions of
monetary policy. In the US, the Federal
Reserve would take a slower path in raising
interest rates in the coming years. In Europe,
meanwhile, interest rates would stay lower
for longer, as the European Central Bank
would delay raising interest rates until
2019. The scenario has a minimal impact on
investment flows into the US and Germany,
but increased sanctions are detrimental for
investment into Russia.
Country impacts:
US
As concerns about the crisis between Russia
and the West increase, US private consumption
growth slows in 2016-17, falling further below
its potential. In response, the Federal Reserve
slows the pace of interest rate increases in
a bid to keep the economy growing. This
scenario does not affect the business cycle
recession that we are currently forecasting
for the US in 2019. In the second half of the
forecast period, a shift occurs within the US
economy, whereby investment provides more
impetus to growth. More specifically, rising oil
prices spur a new wave of investment in the US
shale sector as energy firms drill new wells. The

result of these movements is slightly slower
US GDP growth in 2017 and a marginally faster
expansion in 2018 and 2020. On an annual
average basis, we expect growth of 2.2%
a year in this scenario, the same as in the
baseline forecast.
China
Despite China’s geographic proximity to
Russia and its important trade relationship
with the US, the direct impact on China of this
scenario is relatively limited. The most significant
impact of this scenario for China would likely
come through the effects of the higher global
oil price. This would have the effect of modestly
lifting inflation in China, particularly owing
to oil’s impact in driving up food prices (food
dominates within the basket of goods that
makes up China’s consumer price index, and
agriculture and food retail logistics are both
fuel intensive). Higher inflation would erode
consumer purchasing power and thus depress
economic growth. Government spending would
be marginally higher than under the baseline
through 2016-18 to offset this effect. Lower
household spending would also depress imports
slightly. Despite higher exports to Russia, we
anticipate that the negative effect on global
trade of this scenario would have the effect
of moderately depressing China’s real export
growth in 2018-20.
Germany
The most immediate direct effect of deepening
sanctions is the deterioration of the Russian
economy and a concomitant fall in German
exports to Russia. The assumption is that
German exports to Russia will fall by 20%
in 2016 (from an already depressed level),

© The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited 2016
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by 30% in 2017 and 40% in 2018, before
stagnating in 2019 and rising only slightly
in 2020. German business leaders are also
worried that imports of Russian oil and natural
gas will be disrupted; Germany gets around
one-third of its oil and gas from Russia.
Germany will be able to find some alternative
sources, such as Norway, but this will lead
to higher energy prices for households and
companies at a time when steep energy costs
are already a sensitive topic in Germany.
Investment flows will also be disrupted.
However, the impact on FDI inflows will be
limited as Russian FDI stocks in Germany
accounted for only 0.5% of the total in 2012,
while FDI inflows from Russia averaged just
US$315m annually over 2001-12 (0.9% of
total average inflows), according to UNCTAD
data. The effect on wider economic activity
goes beyond exports, energy and investment
flows, however, as there are also negative effects
on “soft” economic indicators such as business
and consumer confidence.
Russia
A further increase in tensions between
Russia and the West, and the widening
of sanctions, would increase capital
outflows and lead to a weaker exchange
rate compared with our baseline forecast.
This in turn would push up the cost of imports
and inflation. This will further weigh on
household incomes, delaying the recovery
in domestic consumption that is forecast
under the baseline scenario. High political
uncertainty and a widening of sanctions will
push up the political risk premium, reducing
both domestic and foreign investment.
We forecast that these factors

13
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will lead to an average GDP growth rate of
just 0.9% a year in 2017-20 under the
sanctions scenario, compared with an
average of 1.8% a year under the baseline
scenario. The impact of the widening of
sanctions will be mitigated by the fact that
energy exports will not be affected, and oil
prices are forecast to rise in 2017-18.
Brazil
Brazil saw the 2014-15 EU sanctions against
Russia as an opportunity to boost trade
of meats and agricultural produce, which
accounts for most of its exports. As such,
we would expect Brazil to react in a similar
way, potentially supplying other products
as well. The two countries’ central banks are
considering setting up mechanisms that
would allow trade using their own currencies
rather than the US dollar, which would make
bilateral trade less vulnerable to international
financial measures against Russia. Bilateral
trade currently accounts for US$6bn and the
two countries aim to hit US$10bn in the
coming years. Given these relatively small
trade flows, we do not consider that the US/
EU would single out Brazil for contravening
sanctions they apply to Russia for continuing
the trading relationship. Brazil’s exports to
Russia in 2014 totalled US$3.8bn, but accounted
for only 1.7% of Brazil’s total export earnings.
As a result of Russia’s economic woes (including
currency devaluation), Brazil’s export earnings
fell by 45% in January-November 2015. In this
scenario we would expect a similar decrease
in exports to Russia—stemming from import
compression in Russia rather than a decision
to reduce exports to Russia on the part of the
Brazilian government. n
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2. Middle East tensions lead to a
severe oil-price shock
In this scenario, geopolitical tensions in the
Middle East escalate beyond their current
levels to severely shock the global oil market.
It assumes a shock to global oil supply:
compared to a roughly balanced oil market
in our baseline forecast, this scenario assumes
a deficit of 9m-10m barrels a day. At nearly
10% of global oil production, this has a profound
impact on the global economy and oil-exporters.
Amid the temporary disruption to the global
oil markets, oil prices would spike to beyond
US$150/barrel. The scenario assumes that
tensions begin in 2017 and last for approximately
18 months. Despite the de-escalation of tensions
after this time, the geopolitical risk premium in
oil prices is significant, and assumed to remain
until 2020.
Countries covered

US

Germany
Iran

Saudi Arabi

China

Global summary:
This scenario would have a major impact on
economic growth across the world. The spike
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in the oil price fuels higher inflation in major
economies, dampening domestic demand.
Many economies are also hurt as lower domestic
demand in major trading partners hits the
exports of countries like China. Due to the
impact on countries such as Japan and South
Korea, Chinese exports are lower than our
baseline forecast. Both Saudi Arabia and Iran
are hit particularly hard, as they enter a severe
recession in 2017-18. Growth falls to only 1%
in the US in 2017 – its lowest level since the
global financial crisis.
Due to higher inflation, the Fed, despite being
generally dovish, pushes interest rates marginally
higher. The ECB leaves rates lower for longer, as
concerns over growth outweigh fears from the
inflationary pressures of higher energy prices.
The scenario also alters global investment flows,
with investment into China and Germany affected:
FDI to Germany suffers, as the poor growth
outlook encourages investors to look elsewhere.
Inward FDI in the US is higher, however, driven by
investment into the energy sector.
Country impacts:
US
In this scenario, inflation will rise to 5.3% in
2017, the highest annual rate since 1990. This
will leave the Fed will no choice but to increase
interest rates quickly from mid-2017. Higher
interest rates will mean that private consumption
is flat on an annual average basis in 2017-18.
Some support to GDP in 2017-18 is provided
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by higher government outlays, in the form of
military spending. A wider fiscal deficit in these
years ensures that the government runs a tight
fiscal policy in 2019-20. Our baseline forecast of a
business cycle recession in 2019 is pulled forward
by 18 months.

the US dollar does not reflect the full scale of the
renminbi’s weakening, given that the US currency
itself is expected to depreciate sharply under
this scenario; indeed, the renminbi appreciates
against the US dollar in 2018, such is the extent
of the US currency’s weakness.)

Exports and—even more so—imports, are
much lower in this scenario in 2017, reflecting
the deterioration in domestic conditions and
a weakening of the dollar. Economic growth
in 2018-20 is supported by a surge in energy
investment, as shale producers look to exploit
higher prices. The fiscal deficit deteriorates
again as the government attempts to support
the economy, which causes an increase in the
public debt stock in the second half of the
forecast period. The Fed remains a fairly dovish
institution, so cuts rates in 2019 as the economy
climbs off the bottom, but they remain fairly high
by modern standards.

The surge in oil prices naturally pushes up prices,
prompting a significant weakening in consumer
spending. The sharper downturn in the economy
in 2017 prompts a more panicked response,
causing the government to revert to the
traditional investment-led stimulus approach.
This very rapidly reaches its limits (oversupply
pushes prices down sharply, while supporting
exports, in the later part of the forecast period)
and has to be abandoned in 2019-20 with
negative effects on economic growth.

China
China imports more than half its crude from
the Middle East, and so it would be directly
affected by the supply shock in this scenario.
Even assuming that it was able to find alternative
sources of supply, the surge in oil import costs
would have some dramatic effects. As a big
oil importer, we expect that the renminbi’s
exchange rate would weaken significantly
on a trade weighted basis over 2017-20 amid
the oil shock aftermath, partly owing to the
deterioration in China’s external position as its
trade surplus collapsed and partly owing to hot
money outflows as local and foreign investors
grew more concerned about the economy’s
prospects given the weakness of external
demand. (The renminbi’s exchange rate against

Germany
The German central bank (Bundesbank) has
pointed out that Germany is less affected
by oil price hikes than the US, for example,
due to the German economy’s relatively low
consumption intensity, its extensive trade links
with oil-exporting countries and its improved
diversification of energy supplies. Nonetheless,
the spike in oil prices will have a major effect
on the German economy as it will reduce both
domestic demand (as consumer and producer
prices rise) and exports (given the fall in
domestic demand in key export partners
such as other euro area countries and the US).
As an increase in the oil price tends to go
hand in hand with a depreciation of the US
dollar, the euro will appreciate more sharply
in this scenario than in the baseline scenario.
This will dampen the decline in domestic demand
but also contribute to the fall in exports.
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Saudi Arabia
Despite the supply shock in this scenario, Saudi
Arabia would not only be well-placed to survive
the impact of such an event, but could actually
be a net beneficiary from the higher oil prices
that this scenario would instigate. During the
supply disruption, Saudi Arabia would maximise
its alternative export avenues. However, with
Saudi Arabia consuming around 3.2m b/d of its
oil domestically, the kingdom will be required
to substantially reduce production (from the
current level of over 10m barrels a day), as its
storage tanks fill, while also reining in exports.
Yet the kingdom is well-placed to survive the
short-term interruption to its exports—despite
a decline in its foreign reserves since late-2014,
they were still equivalent to an estimated 95% of
GDP at end-2015.
Over the longer term, however, Saudi Arabia
would be well-placed to benefit from the
prolonged risk premium that would re-emerge
in the oil price. We expect that growth would
bounce back, to 9% in 2019 and 3% in 2020, amid
rising fiscal spending and lower public
debt (reducing the crowding out of business
and consumer borrowing).
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Iran
An increase in Middle-East tensions and a
shock to oil supply in the region would cause
tremendous harm to the Iranian economy,
pushing it to the brink of economic collapse.
In this scenario it is assumed that tensions
in the Middle East lead to the reimposition
of Iranian sanctions. After an initial influx of
foreign investor interest following the removal
of international nuclear-related sanctions in
the first quarter of 2016 and a commensurate
sharp uptick in oil exports, therefore, the
whole process would go into reverse from early
2017. Overall, with Iranian consumer demand
depressed and foreign investors staying away,
the economy would contract markedly in
2017-18. Real GDP growth would thus remain
moribund, with investors from even non-aligned
and energy hungry states deterred both by rising
security risks and the ascendance of hardliners
in Iran (many of whom have major business
interests that would be threatened by the arrival
of foreign competitors). n
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3. A trade dispute erupts in the
Asia-Pacific region
Trade in the Asia-Pacific region has become a key
focus area for the global economy in recent years.
Driven by economic and geopolitical factors,
both the US and China are backing mega-regional
trade agreements to guide trade in the coming
decade. Both the Trans Pacific Partnership – a
12-country agreement between Pacific Rim
countries, led by the US – and the Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership – including
China but not the US – are likely to be completed
and ratified by the end of this decade. These
agreements are likely to provide a boost to trade
and economic growth in the region, especially
to those countries with high barriers at present,
such as Vietnam. A shock to trade, therefore,
would put these potential gains at risk. In
this scenario, sea-borne trade in the region is
impeded and an accompanying trade dispute
breaks out between countries in the region –
beginning in 2017 and lasting two years.
Countries covered:

Germany

US

China

Singapore
Brazil

Global summary:
A trade dispute in the Asia-Pacific region would
hurt economic growth of the world’s major
economies. In the US, this scenario would shave
up to half a percentage point from growth in
2017 alone. Brazil, given its trade links with
China, would suffer even more, losing almost two
percentage points of economic growth in 2017
and 2018. Rather than the solid 3.4% growth
that we expect for Singapore, the scenario sends
the economy into recession in 2017. Investment
flows are affected too, with inward FDI lower
than expected in all countries. Of these,
investment into China and Singapore sees the
biggest impact. Trade is significantly hurt in this
scenario. Exports fall considerably in Brazil, and
to a lesser extent in Germany and the US.
Country impacts:
US
In this scenario, the most direct effect on the US
economy is through commodity prices. Higher
values for oil and metals push up inflation
beyond the Fed’s target rate of 2% (to 2.7%
in 2017 and 2.8% in 2018). This necessitates a
response from the Fed, which raises interest rates
at a faster pace than we expect in the baseline
scenario, of 100 basis points between mid-2017
and mid-2018. This pushes down on consumption
growth, which slows to 1.5% in 2017-18, from
2.3% in the base case. The government spends a
little more to keep the economy afloat, pushing
out the fiscal deficit in 2018-19 and increasing
the public debt stock. In 2020 the government
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attempts to narrow the deficit by cutting its
spending compared with the baseline scenario.
China
By far the greatest impact of this scenario would
be the effect of trade frictions in raising the cost
(particularly in terms of time and insurance) of
shipping through the South China Sea amid an
environment of heightened tensions. Higher
costs and delays would erode China’s export
growth in 2017-20. Imports would also fall, quite
steeply in the latter years of the forecast period,
as domestic firms accelerated switching to local
suppliers. We anticipate that there would be
additional downward pressure on the renminbi as
global investors took account of the increase in
US-China frictions, and foreign direct investment
inflows would also be negatively affected, with
investment from US, ASEAN and EU firms being
particularly badly hit.
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Germany
An economic slowdown in China will weaken
German exports and growth. China accounts
for 5.4% of German exports. There will also
be a negative impact on demand in other AsiaPacific markets as well as other important
markets such as the US that will hurt German
exports. A weaker euro vis-à-vis the US dollar
will ease the impact on export volume growth
slightly, but will amplify the impact on export
values. Compared with the baseline scenario,
exports will fall more sharply in nominal terms
than imports (as the impact on domestic
demand is mild compared with the impact in
exports), public debt will rise slightly (given
lower government tax income and higher socialsecurity costs), the euro will weaken vis-à-vis
the US dollar and inward investment will
fall slightly in US dollar terms given the
weaker euro.
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Singapore
This scenario has profound effects for the
open and export-dependent Singaporean
economy. We expect that disruption to
nearby shipping lanes will result in exports
falling by 7% year on year in 2017 and by
a further 4.8% in 2018. Problems in the
external sector will lead to a contraction
in private consumption, from growth of
3.6% a year on average in the baseline
for 2017-18 to a fall of 1.1%. Weaker
household consumption will lead to a
slump in imports of 8.7% a year in the
same period. We expect that investment,
too, would contract, before bouncing
back in 2019-20. A swift recovery, aided
by pent-up demand, means that 2019-20
should be two relatively strong years for
the economy. Trade, certainly, would bounce
back, as would private consumption.

Brazil
Brazil would be affected adversely in this
scenario, notably on its exports to China and the
rest of Asia. We also assume, in this scenario, a
souring in sentiment towards emerging markets,
given the large influence that China and Asia
play in shaping confidence among investors.
Brazil’s exports and economy would be hit by the
second-round effect from the slowdown in the US
and other trading partners. The softer economic
outlook might well encourage the central bank
to lower interest rates slightly, dampening the
negative impact on domestic credit that the
weaker external backdrop would have. Other
effects on Brazil would include a weakening of
the currency (against a strengthening US dollar)
during the escalation period in this scenario,
followed by appreciation of the real as the
previous status quo resumes once the dispute
de-escalates. n
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4. Advances in technology accelerate
and shock global supply chains
A number of technological advances—3D
printing, robotics, cloud computing—are
slowly but surely changing manufacturing
and trade around the world. All of these
technologies have the potential to significantly
impact trade and supply chains. Although
companies around the world are experimenting
and learning from these technologies in an
effort to reduce costs and open new markets,
the pace of expansion and of future technological
breakthroughs is uncertain, and may be faster
than currently expected. A technology shock
in the next one to two years would be disruptive
for international trade and the accompanying
supply chains.
Countries covered

Germany

US

China

Brazil
South Africa

Global summary:
The technology shock outlined in this scenario
is positive for the global economy, although
the effects are not evenly distributed. The
accelerated advances in technology are
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especially beneficial to those countries in a
position to take advantage of them. As the
US is assumed to lead this advance, economic
growth in that country is stronger than
our baseline forecast. Germany, meanwhile,
is the biggest beneficiary of this scenario,
as it is already at the forefront of many of
these technologies. Brazil, however, is less
likely to see benefits from such a scenario,
as the manufacturing sector is weak at
present and the state of physical infrastructure
is poor. China and South Africa also fail
to see a large impact on growth over the
forecast period.
Country impacts:
US
This scenario impacts the US economy in two
distinct stages. First, there is a clear increase
in investment by private firms in new machinery
and software that drives up GDP growth in
2017-18 by two tenths of a percentage point
in each year. Second, with a slight lag, this
triggers a rise in exports in 2018-20 owing
to demand from other economies for new US
technology. This helps to mitigate the pain
of the business cycle recession that we still
expect to take place in 2019. The rise in exports
(and the strengthening of the economy relative
to the baseline scenario) means a rise in
imports, of the raw materials needed to build
new technology products. The net effect
is a mild narrowing of the current-account
deficit in 2019-20.
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China
We do not anticipate a dramatic impact on
China’s economy from this scenario. There
is a modest erosion of exports as Chinese
exports are likely to be negatively affected
by competition from the increased potential
for producing close to consumers provided by
technology changes. We have also factored in
a downward effect on the cost of traded goods
stemming from these changes. Because the
US is producing more efficiently, we anticipate
a higher level of imports from the US, but the
impact of this on total imports is offset by the
reduced need to import components for use in
the export sector.
Germany
Germany is at the forefront of the next
phase of intelligent manufacturing and
production. Germany has already made
major investments in R&D towards this fourth
industrial revolution and is in a prime position
to benefit from these technological
advancements. Compared with the baseline
scenario, exports will rise more sharply than
imports (as Germany will be a net exporter
of the new high-tech products and services),
public debt will rise more slowly (given higher
government tax income and lower social-security
costs, outweighing higher government spending
on the new technologies), interest rates
will rise faster (as inflationary pressures
rise given stronger growth and demand for
materials and services to accelerate the
technological transition), domestic credit will
grow more strongly (given higher domestic
demand), and inward investment will rise (as
Germany becomes a prime location to invest in
the new technologies).

Brazil
Brazil’s manufacturing sector is in the midst
of a multi-year recession. By 2017 it should be
beginning to emerge from this, but the sector
will be a fifth smaller than it was at the height
of Brazil’s 2004-12 boom. And manufacturing
will be on weak footing, as many of the
bottlenecks that it faces –poor physical
infrastructure, high taxes, high credit costs
and burdensome red tape—will remain
unresolved. Household finances and the jobs
market will be fairly weak also, meaning that
consumer demand will be poised for only a tepid
recovery. The tech shock emanating from the
US in this scenario will prove challenging with a
further shake-up in Brazil’s manufacturing sector
likely. Wobbly balance sheets, tight credit and a
weak currency will prevent wide-scale adoption
by business of new technologies through
importation of equipment, meaning that there
will probably be many losers as well as winners as
companies struggle to adapt.
South Africa
A technological shock would have a mixed
impact on South Africa—creating challenges
but generating opportunities. After an initial
negative phase marked by job losses in its
high-cost manufacturing sector, trends would
turn more positive, as digitisation became
more entrenched in the local economy. South
Africa would struggle at first to cope with rapid
technological change, but ongoing investment
in the digital infrastructure (such as laying fibreoptic networks) would help the country to adjust
over time. Additive (3D) printing is potentially
transformative, allowing for greater flexibility in
the scale and location of production, which could
encourage business start-ups, thereby offsetting
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any downturn in conventional distribution
networks. Apart from providing new business
opportunities, additive printing could play a
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significant role in the key auto sector, leading to
higher domestic production of components and
shorter supply lines. n
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5. Renminbi internationalisation
gains significant speed
China experts believe that it will take
many years before the yuan rivals the
US dollar as a truly global currency. There
is little risk of the yuan becoming a global
currency in the next couple of years. Fueled
by concerns over the economy, China has
been experiencing capital outflows – record
outflows were seen in 2015 after major
falls in the stock market. In this scenario,
stock market jitters continue throughout
2016, and new records of capital flight are
set after another major crash of the stock
market. Rising capital flight from China
forces a shock rapid internationalization
of the renminbi as the government tries
to attract foreign portfolio investors and
encourage other central banks to hold
renminbi reserves.
In the event of a rapid internationalization
of the renminbi – a version of shock
therapy for the Chinese capital account –
global trade could be severely disrupted.
A currency shock to the world trading system
could lead to global currency wars, as countries
see drastic changes in their exchange rates
and competitiveness. The volatility from a
rapid opening of the capital account may
be minimized by robust institutions in China,
such as the legal system, as well as deeper
financial markets, but this would not be
a certainty.

Countries covered:

Germany

US

China

Brazil
South Africa

Global summary:
While a rapid internationalization of the
renminbi would bring jitters to global markets,
under certain assumptions, the process would
be beneficial for Chinese growth. The impact on
the rest of the global economy is mixed, however,
as countries balance the competing influences
of increased Chinese growth with a depreciating
renminbi. Investment flows into the US increase
in this scenario, but the affect is smaller on FDI
into Brazil, Germany and South Africa. Outside
of China, the scenario has a limited impact
on domestic credit and public debt in the US,
Germany, Brazil and South Africa.
Country impacts:
US
Stronger Chinese GDP growth leads to greater
demand for US exports and an associated smaller
rise in imports. US exports rise by an average of
3.3% a year in this scenario, compared with 2.9%
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year on year in our baseline forecast. Greater
Chinese demand for commodities (including, but
not limited to, oil) would push up supply-side
inflation in the US, to the extent that inflation
averages 2.6% a year in 2017-18, compared with
2.3% in the base case. This necessitates a slightly
more aggressive tightening of interest rates in
the US, weighing down on private consumption
growth in 2017-18. Elsewhere, foreign direct
investment levels increase in line with stronger
Chinese GDP growth. The US is a major recipient
of Chinese outward FDI
China
We assume that the central government gradually
allows downward market forces on the renminbi
to exert more influence through 2016. However,
as confidence that the government will intervene
to limit the fall ebbs the currency’s fall becomes
a rout in late 2016 and early 2017. Domestic
investors begin to speculate on the depreciation
by changing vast amounts of savings into foreign
currency. The government decides to ride the
market forces rather than resist them through
imposing capital controls. The exchange rate
weakening has the effect of pushing up inflation
and depressing household spending. But the
negative impact of this on economic growth is
offset by the boost to exports from the weaker
currency (which also supports investment at
levels higher than in the base scenario).
Germany
The risk of a currency shock to the world
trading system and the prospect of global
currency wars is bad for the export-oriented
German economy. The euro will strengthen
against many countries in this scenario as
the European Central Bank’s ability to weaken
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the currency deliberately is limited, especially
as interest rates are already low and quantitative
easing is already controversial within the
bank’s governing council. However, against
the US dollar, the euro will actually weaken
slightly as the US dollar benefits from a flight
to safety. A generally stronger euro will
weaken exports and the risk of currency wars
will dampen German business and consumer
confidence despite households’ rising purchasing
power in this scenario. This will be slightly
counterbalanced by stronger growth in China,
which accounts for 5.4% of German exports.
Growth will be hit in 2016-18, but will recover
in 2019-20 when trade normalises again and
Germany starts to benefit from the renminbi
internationalisation.
Brazil
During the surge in net capital outflows from
China in 2017-18, the vast majority will be
channelled into financial systems in developed
markets, with Brazil—recently stripped of its
investment grade status--not benefitting that
much. While Brazil’s economy might usually
be expected to benefit from stronger Chinese
economic growth, because this is mainly driven
by the boost to export performance from a
weaker currency, the impact on Brazil will in fact
be negative through lower net exports.
South Africa
A renminbi shock, arising from the liberalisation
of Chinese currency and capital markets, would
be a broad stimulant at first, boosting trade and
growth, and providing a potential new source
of global liquidity. However, a more competitive
environment for portfolio investment,
underpinned by Chinese moves to attract inflows
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(to help balance outflows), within a liberalised
framework, poses challenges for South Africa.
The shock will affect the domestic economy

at both the bilateral level and—perhaps more
importantly—at the global level, via its impact
on wider trade and financial flows. n
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CONCLUSION:
THE VIRTUE OF VISIBILIT Y
Business leaders and their risk managers may
be forgiven the fear of ‘a gathering storm’
of adverse geopolitical and macroeconomic
developments threatening to impair their supply
chains. The five risk scenarios examined in this
study represent only a handful of a multitude
of threats on the horizon, all of which could
plausibly materialise to one degree or another.
To these scenarios could, for example, be added
the likelihood of major terrorist attacks in
emerging and developed countries; the widening
of corruption scandals in Brazil; the eruption
of new civil wars in Africa; collapse of the
Eurozone; the exit of a major European country
from the EU; or the closure of some EU borders
as a response to the migrant crisis. There are
numerous others.
Not all the experts interviewed for this
study believe that the number or nature of
existing geopolitical risks is necessarily
greater than in past decades. But most do
agree that supply chains are vulnerable as
never before, due to their longer reach and
greater complexity – and the unique ability
of technology to amplify the effects of an
adverse event with great speed.
There are also differing views about how
proactive supply-chain risk management can
be. It is impossible, after all, to predict all
eventualities; many a risk manager has been
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caught unaware by a black swan event—an
unexpected and unprecedented occurrence
that wreaks substantial damage to people and
organisations. There is no guarantee that any
of the risk-management methods described in
this report will protect a company’s supply chain
should a geopolitical event take an ominous turn.
Achieving maximal visibility, however – knowing
one’s suppliers and their vulnerabilities, as well
as that of their suppliers – is a very good start to
being able to avoid the worst. n
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